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During the month of November Spring delivered a slightly positive return, albeit below the trend implied by the portfolio YTW 

net of fees, entirely driven by the positive contribution generated from the ALM portfolio. In DM HY, market performance was 

slightly positive in the US (US HY +0.27% in local terms, +0.08% in euro) and sound in Europe (EU HY +1.11% in local terms, 

+1.10% in euro), while EM HY was robust (+0.73% in local terms, +0.55% in euro). The Nordic HY market was again positive, 

remaining the best credit market in the last few years: both the Norwegian HY market (+0.71% in local terms, +0.54% in euro) 

and the Swedish HY market (+0.26% in local terms, +0.23% in euro) closed in positive territory.  

The portfolio of ultra-short dated securities (ALM portfolio) delivered a very positive performance overall (84% of the positions 

being in positive territory, 207 out of 247), with relevant positive single name contributions coming from CDRSM 11/21, IPFLN 

04/21, NASNO 11/21, BHIP 11/20, EURNBB 05/22. Significant single-name negative contributions, on the other hand, were 

related to CHK 06/21, UNTUS 05/21, CHELHD ’23, and CHIGRA 07/21. The ALM portfolio return (+0.41%) compares quite well to 

the weighted average return delivered by underlying reference markets (+0.57%), with a realized sensitivity of about 72% 

whereby the ratio between ALM average monthly spread duration (1.7Y) and markets weighted average spread duration 

(about 4Y) implied a sensitivity of about 43%. The relative performance has been positive primarily because of the underweight 

in US and the strong overweight in Nordic HY; the underweight in Euro HY has been penalizing, but more than compensated 

by remarkable selection effects in the same area. Selection was very positive also in EM HY and in the Nordics, while very 

negative in the US, which on the other hand represents only 6% of the invested portfolio. In absolute terms, ALM positive 

contribution was generated in the Euro HY component by about 50%, while the contribution derived by Other Developed 

Countries (where the Scandinavian block has a prominent position) accounted for the other 50% of the total. US contribution 

was negative due to the Energy sector in particular, and covered by the positive contribution coming from EM HY (about 18.5% 

of the total). 

At the end of November the ALM portfolio is invested 101.65%, higher compared to the end of October (96.34%), and above 

100% on the back of the subscription of a number of new issues in the final days of the month. The spread duration 

contribution is about 1.81Y (1.78Y average) and interest duration contribution is 1.01y (0.99y average). It offers a very 

attractive euro-equivalent YTW of 7.10% (6.93% average), an average z-spread of 810 bps, and very high granularity, with 247 

securities issued by 231 issuers based in 44 different countries. The Time weighted yield to worst (TWYTW), where the weight 

of each single security is recalculated in proportion to its residual life, delivering a more stable and reliable measure of the 

portfolio yield, is currently 6.42% in euro-equivalent terms, lower compared to end of October (7.08%). 

During the month the Credit Derivatives portfolio (TR portfolio) delivered a negative contribution (-26.3 bps), driven from the 

DDM directional component (-8.2 bps) by about 31%, while the relative value component was significantly negative (-18.1 bps). 

The monthly loss deriving from the directional adjustments to the Fund overall spread duration indicated by our DDM 

(Dynamic Duration Model) was mostly related to the negative carry associated with the short risk position, with price return 

slightly negative (-3 bps) on the back of the modest spread compression happened during the month. With regard to the RV 

component (relative value trades), the pair trades were negative in aggregate, with a significant loss (-11.2 bps) in the 

decompression trades opened on European Credit, long risk Itraxx Europe 5y versus short risk Itraxx Crossover 5y, and a smaller 

loss in US Credit (-4.3 bps), long risk CDX IG 5y short risk CDX HY 5y; another negative contribution (-2.7 bps) came from the 

vertical trade opened on European Financials, long risk ITRAXX SENIOR 5Y and short risk ITRAXX SUB 5y. A positive contribution 

was generated from EM relative value trades (+1.5 bps), due to both the long risk PEMEX 5y short risk MEXICO 5y trade and 

the long risk CDX EM 5y CDS short risk COLOMBIA 5Y CDS; a flat contribution was generated from basis trades, while a small 

positive return was generated on the GFKLDE capital structure arbitrage. Directional positions, not related to DDM 

adjustments, such as the short risk on TURKEY 5Y CDS and the ZIGGO 5Y CDS, were negative overall (-2.2 bps). 

At the end of November, the TR portfolio is still short risk, given that our DDM (Dynamic Duration Model) indicates a target 

spread duration (1.00y) at the minimum of the range, and below the one contributed by the ALM portfolio (1.81Y). Gross 

exposure is 82.21%, net exposure is short risk by 16.61%, net spread duration is negative (-0.68y). Net carry is now -77 bps in 

annualized terms, higher than last month (-69 bps) on the back of the higher exposure to relative values trades with a negative 

bias. The decompression trades reflect our increasingly cautious view, given the on-going global growth deceleration in 

combination with the deteriorating credit quality observed in Global HY during the last 2 quarters. 



The net yield (6.30%) at the Fund level (ALM + TR) and the cash portfolio average z-spread (806 bps) look very appealing 

compared to the modest duration risks. The net spread duration at the Fund level is 1.13y, while the interest rate duration is 

1.02y. Ex Argentina, 1.79% of the Fund at the end of month, the net yield is 5.66% and the TWYTW 6.00%. 


